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file is the newest version of the cswip 3.0 welding inspector pdf file. if you want to get some useful information about welding inspector pdf, you can click welding inspector pdf on this page. all files are uploaded by users like you, for sharing the documents
(pdf documents) or welding inspector information available on cswip.net. if you have any questions about the documents (pdf), please send email to cswip.net at info@cswip.net cswip.net provides a free online service, where users can download cswip 3.0
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The HSE has made a number of substantial amendments to weld
guidance and procedures. The amendments extend the scope of

the regulations to cover the gas tungsten arc, plasma arc and high
velocity plasma welding methods. CWI takes the regulations

seriously and will work to comply with the guideline amendments.
The CWI has also developed a standard examination for welding

inspectors. Suitable candidates are invited to submit an application
for certification as a CWI Welding Inspector after having

successfully completed the CSWIP Welding Inspector qualification
on a course that meets the necessary pre-requisites and is

approved by the CSWIP. These courses have to be arranged by a
welding inspectorate and held on a regular basis. All applications

must be submitted at least 2 months prior to the date of the
examination. The questions in the examinations are derived from
all the knowledge acquired during the training and will determine
whether a candidate passes or fails a test. A candidate passes the
test if he/she answers correctly at least 80% of the multiple choice
questions. A candidate failing the test must resit the examination
within 6 months from the date of his/her first examination. This

examination is for those interested in the non-destructive testing
aspects of pipeline integrity and corrosion including visual
inspection, surface examination and metallurgical testing.

However, candidate should note that on successful completion of
this examination and/or the required training to apply for the
qualification the candidate will be issued with an instrument

specific registration number for use in the workplace as proof of
compliance with the applicable statutory provision and the

regulations including the CWI Welding Inspector Standard. In
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addition, candidates meeting the specific requirements of the
CSWIP after successful completion of relevant training are entitled
to the said number. For further information on the CSWIP Welding

Inspector Standard please contact the CWI. 5ec8ef588b
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